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Listening to Dave Brubeck’s “Take Five” After Ear Surgery
by John Brantingham
And I can hear again
and I can celebrate myself
and if I turn up the car stereo to 7 or 8
I can drown out
the Philip Glass orchestra of life.
I can take a moment away
from re-teaching my mind to filter
out the life that normally blurs out of meaning:
the dog down the street screaming his loneliness,
a man passing by in his car, weeping for his daughter,
the divorcee next door dicing her carrots
in vexed staccato snaps.
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Meditations on a Lightning Storm that Happened in 1894
by John Brantingham
My great grandfather, who neither I nor my father nor my grandfather ever met, died one night from
a single bolt as he tramped across Ohio farmland. Just before the moment, he sighted a light in the
upstairs window of his home, and his breath tripped a little in its joy. Inside sat his wife, pregnant
with the new child patriarch, the child who died of old age 50 years ago this evening.
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Here and Now
by John Brantingham
“In the grand scheme of things,” she used to say,
“it really isn’t going to make much of a difference.”
By which, of course, she meant that she just
didn’t give a shit about my problems,
but you can’t come right out and say that.
It makes you seem ill-mannered and self-centered
and a bit of an idiot, so she narrowed her eyes
meaningfully, cocked her head, said what
she said, and stared at me so as to suggest
that she was wise, and I was not.
And I agree, yes, that in the grand scheme of things,
it doesn’t make a bit of difference, but if we’re
going to take the long view of things, nothing means
anything. In one thousand years, I will just be beginning
to be dead. Eventually, the world is going to be sucked
into an enormous black hole, and that will just be
the start of eternity, and in the grand scheme of things,
nothing really ever matters, but since I’m here now,
and this is my life, I think I’ll pay attention to all those niggling
things that never seemed to make a bit of difference to her.
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Transit Letters (1)
by A. Maureen Tant											

clutter

2013-05-29

we’re cleaning out our house and getting rid of almost everything (some to sell, some to give
away, most to donate or toss). i’m moving out, our parents are moving out and trying to sell the
house, and they’re limiting themselves to only one storage unit.
i should stipulate: i’m an early-stage hoarder, mostly of papers and books. my parents are also
pretty bad about saving mementos of my brother, sister or me and our childhoods, “memories" of
growing up in far-away places and vacations or obscure academic achievements, letters, notes, 60,000
color photographs and their corresponding negatives.

all of us, except for maybe livi, have frustratingly short attention spans and little commitment
to the initial energy of our ideas or intentions. we don’t let things die, and worse—we’re crafters, so
there are 5,001 projects here, all unfinished, all heavy with the physical and mental weight of “going
to" or, in direr cases, “meant to." as soon as we’re reminded of a something we abandoned, we attach
personal feelings of obligation to seeing its completion.
it’s a point of introspection, that we never figured out how to live minimally. we moved (temporary housing, home, temporary housing and then a new place and repeat) every two years while
my dad was in the navy. we should be really good at detaching ourselves from “things," but (probably because our family history is so diffuse) we hold on to objects as a means of defining one another.

sitting in and sifting through these artifacts and digging ourselves out of the mess of boxes
as we empty each closet/corner/niche is driving me completely crazy—i’ve already decided to write
a play about it (hoarders manifest their unease by insulating themselves in yet more material) (this
“self-diagnostic bent" is another example of the hoarder burying herself).
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i can’t remember the names of any of them (i do remember they were in the 648 section of the
library, so you might be able to find them in yours), but there are some beautiful photography and essay books on lifelong cluttered-types i came across a few years ago. one woman was an unapologetic
collector of pottery, art supplies, dishes, glass jars, and other household items she kept in stacks. her
husband, who was organized before they met, said he’d learned to embrace her lifestyle of overflowing junk. the book featured pictures of the paintings he’d made of his wife’s tchotchkes, which covered every surface and were set in stacked piles on the home’s un-walkable main floors. the profundity of her messes had shifted the dimensions of their home.

i’ll say it again: i loved those books, but i also wondered what the husband liked to paint
before they’d walled themselves in. i also have this terrible, silly thought (even more “terrible" and
“silly" because i’m only including the adjectives to convince myself the following isn’t true) that mild
hoarders understand something important. they know that all anyone ever does is justify how they
exist. that the husband turned his spouse’s hoarding into art means her dysfunction is memorialized,
assigned intention and purpose. we all rationalize and make excuses—at times it would be impossible to establish direction if we didn’t. if we can find a reason, or if the stuff we keep is “important,"
therefore so are our lives, and so are our memories, which often require the aid of those objects.
i considered photographing everything my family likes but can’t keep, but i’m realizing that’s
just prolonging the dependence. i’ll still be connected to the “stuff"—still have some abstract weight
on a disk drive, which will eventually rot due to digital decay anyway (did you know that? did you
know that all the digital files we have will someday corrupt into black boxes and code and error messages? the life span of a photo left alone on your computer is shorter than a polaroid boxed away in
the basement). "if it weakens you, throw it out." that constant reminder ("let go") echoes in my head
and my life—advice received from diverse mouths on frequent occasions. attachment doesn’t even
feel good in the short-term, but it’s the only way i’ve ever done anything, and it’s the toughest tendency to crack.

when i set out to write this, it was only to ask what i’m supposed to do with the maybe 1,000
(honestly. there might be 2,000) magazines—mostly new york and the new yorker—i have. they’re
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wonderful, and i haven’t read most of them. (i am earnestly asking for your opinions or solutions.) i
want to read all of them, but i also want to read lan samantha chang’s book , and the rest of slouching
towards bethlehem, and querelle, and IQ84, and on and on—i’m mortal! i have so many books i need
to read. i have so few years to be alive. i’m never going to catch up on all this reading, on all these
projects, on all these people i was supposed to be already and all these personalities i wanted to try
(i’ve aged out of most of them) and all this bad blood and guilt and sadness i was supposed to settle.
i’m supposed to flush it all out? forget it? there are a thousand ghost lives in this 22-year-old body—i
worry that i’m already nothing but a shell, full of echoes and shells again. i have this intense desire
to unravel, but an incredible fear of the nothing that will be left if i do. i’m afraid of being that free, of
confronting death, of floating away when i’m not tied down to these other lives. what am i supposed
to do with all these books? is that the person i am? is that my contribution to the world—that i was
one of the ones who could throw it away? i shouldn’t give so much weight to the idea of becoming
weightless. but i worry too, even though i know i shouldn’t flatter us—on a grander scale, what’s going to be left if i don’t have anything to leave behind?

*all images in this post depict the irish painter francis bacon’s studio*
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Ode to ODB
by Easton Connell
I can hear your drunken croon
from beyond the grave in
microphone buzz and the
lullaby hum of bees:
Ooo baby,
I like it raw.
O Big Baby Jesus, O Ason Unique,
the mourning masses carried your martyred body
through crack-cobbled streets.
O Dirt McGuirk, buried six feet below,
now and forever a member of the underground;
Jacques Costeau could never get this low.
O Osiris, O Ol’ Dirty Bastard,
you’ve crossed through the 36 Chambers of Death
and hold high court with hip hop apostles above the clouds.
We called you a dog, you asked we leave a dog alone,
but now nothing can stop us from burying your bones.
Notorious for that ol’ loco style of your vocals,
never before seen and won’t be seen again,
we couldn’t peep it with a pair of bifocals.
O Russell Jones, O Son of the Wu,
no father to your style and you’ll soon be extinct,
the last Dirt Dog on display at the Brooklyn Zoo.
O cold world,
where those who live by the pen
all too often die by the sword...
Your death made it painfully clear
to all those who have an ear
that after laughter comes tearz.
10 April 2011
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On the Passing of J.D. Salinger
by Easton Connell
Milk into a bowl:
God pouring God into God,
thus spoke satori.
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12 January 1990 –
by Easton Connell
I sit down to write a verse for my tomb,
an empty page in an empty room.
These words were carves in stone ages before I was born
at the foot of the gates of ivory and horn.
My pen was never as sure as the hand that wields the chisel,
each fell stroke a far cry from my over-revised scribbles.
Striving to compose my own premature epitaph,
a silent truth shows me victory, not defeat:
my life’s words are simply chaff,
the spaces between, sweeter than wheat.
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My English Teacher was Wooly-headed
by Raj Arumugam
(1)
There’s one thing I must get off my chest
that’s bothered me now
even 50 years on
with the passage of time –
my English teacher,
when I grumbled
homework was too difficult,
would tell me:“That’s a piece of cake.”
And I’d go home discombobulated how
anyone could eat paper
or homework
and she said this not once, but every time:
“It’s a piece of cake.”
(2)
And my parents and I looked at it
every which way and from every point of view
and concluded in our Perfect Ancient Native Language:
“This English teacher is a loony. She is wooly-headed.
She is the lamb Mary lost, silly and muddle-headed.
How can homework be a piece of cake?
Anyway, we don’t eat cake – we eat samosas.”
(3)
And yet the English teacher would put her nose
up in the air
and remonstrate: “It’s a piece of cake!”
Oh yeah, would you like tea with it?
Now, my parents, bless their Ancient Souls,
have gone on into the next world
and I’m left wondering about the secret madness
of that English teacher
who’d ask me to eat cake when I expressed genuine concern…
Well, my parents have passed on as I said,
and I’ve moved on –
as is plain and radiant to see –
to master idioms and vocabulary,
punctuation, the catenative verb and usage;
and, as for that wooly-headed English teacher,
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I’m sure she’s moved on into
a comfortable nuthouse
where the staff makes her eat her cake,
and makes her think she can have it too –
‘cause that’s what they do to nuts, and such instances
(4)
And now that I have got that off my chest,
I can comfortably resume memorizing
Volume 3 of the Oxford English Dictionary
as I perambulate
and copy 100 entries from Fowler’s “Modern English Usage”
as I victulate –
which is all part of my nightly ritual
since she told me to do so some 50 years ago
(‘cause I happened to look at her Union Jack knickers
when she sat high on the table, and I stood up erect
‘cause that's what they made us do in the cinemas) –
and that helps to put me into a state of dormancy, to hibernate
till the sun ushers in a new day for me –
and a new cake for that wooly-headed English teacher,
she, I can presume with certainty,
is elegantly reposed and superannuated.
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The Goldilocks Zone
by Raj Arumugam
That’s that area
the right distance
from the host star
where life is possible
and water will not disappear
or be locked in,
and there’s a planet
and it’s just right for life
Goldilocks wandered
into the cottage
and she found
the first bowl too hot
another too cold
and – yum! – one just right
Goldilocks wandered
into the living room
and she found
the first chair too big
another still a little not right
and – oh, so comfy! – one just right
Goldilocks wandered
into the rooms
and she found
the first bed too hard
another too worn out
and – zzzzzz! – one just right
Ah, lovely Goldilocks
itinerant Goldilocks –
see we’ve sent you now
on inter-stellar voyages
and you’re now in the just right zone –
you’ve gone places Goldilocks
you’ve gone the distance –
the little girl who’s made it to the stars
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Poetic Emptiness: A Look at Australian Isolation and The Road from Coorain
by A. Maureen Tant

In a review of Jill Ker Conway’s geographic memoir The Road from Coorain, one critic called the
narrative “shockingly open.” It seems appropriate, however, that a personal account of life in Australia would be as exposed as the landscape.
A majority of the book focuses on Conway’s childhood on the Ker station, Coorain—aboriginal
for “windy place.” The text is marked by tragedies of mythical proportion, but defined by a long period of prosperity, during which the farm was profitable and the family was together. Following those
golden years, the family faces drought and financial decline, the death of Conway’s father, a move
from Coorain to the city, and death of Bob, Conway’s oldest brother. At first Conway and her remaining brother, Barry, attempt to appease their mother’s authoritarian tendencies (amplified by her grief)
but soon find ways to overcome her controlling nature in the name of preserving their sanity. Their
mother’s health continues to deteriorate throughout the book, until Conway leaves Australia for good
in the hope of starting over, in the United States.
The memoir is at its heart a story of death; the most resonant image in each stage of Conway’s
growth is that of smooth white bones, polished by the dust that continues to swirl around them. We
are not given hope for a vibrant life in the United States, either—at the close of the book, Conway
finds satisfaction in the realization that though her body will not decompose and become a part of
Australia, her identity is already fused with the country: she cannot escape it.

“I comforted myself with the notion that wherever on the earth was my
final resting place, my body would return to the restless red dust of the
western planes. I could see how it would blow about and get in people’s
eyes, and I was content with that.”
That The Road from Coorain is at times overflowing with the symbolism of Australia and Conway’s intense consciousness of kind is in fact one of its most glorious features. She imposes an existential dryness and existential heat on her audience, one which engulfs and devastates the reader just
as she was devastated by the burdens of her childhood and psychological wear-and-tear of her overly
stimulating transition into city life.
Factoring into that exquisite “consciousness of kind” is a theory of Determinism: though Conway
managed to escape Australia’s patriarchal society and blind deference to British tradition, her character and major life decisions were affected by the “bush mentality.” Her loyalty to Coorain was unwavering, for example, though she would have been justified had her beliefs faltered: Barry allowed
her to take full responsibility in caring for their mother, whose personality depreciated to total senility by the end of the book. Even Mrs. Ker, however, is painted with extreme sympathy and respect.
As depicted in her memoir, Conway’s life itself is a symbol of Australia, and her identity as an Australian is emphasized above all other defining characteristics. The four people on the Ker station were
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by necessity more important than any others, not only because they laid the soil of her childhood, but
also because they were the only people in her world. They were essentially alone in the Outback—the
next station was several miles away, virtually inaccessible in 1940s terms. Close family relationships
were not just a means of stability in Conway’s early childhood, they were necessary to her survival.
Stoicism had a substantial affect on Conway as well. It wasn’t so much that stoicism was valued in
the bush, either, more that emotional behavior was unseemly and even rude. Conway was not permitted to cry after her father died; that repression helped her take on more than she should have in
caring for her mother.
These patterns of closeness, dependence, and stillness accumulated in the profundity of the Kers’
suffering: at times the reader might wonder whether the pain of Bob’s death could have been lessened if the station environment hadn’t been so hyper-organized. Conway forgets nothing, remembering even the day of the week she took her first steps—so rigid was her mother’s schedule.
We are given a truncated view of her adolescent and young adult lives, which follow increasing
liberation from her mother through extracurricular activities. Conway never escapes her mother’s
emotional grasp, of course.

“To understand a landscape, you must step away from it.”
Little is treated lightly in the narrative. Conway’s school days were happy ones, but lackluster due
to her low confidence and absence of genuine connection with friends. It was not custom to discuss
personal problems, she tells us. In one scene from her later life, she travels to the farm despite warnings of murderers on her route. An encounter with two men after her car breaks down becomes a lesson on the impracticality (and even absurdity) of Australian bush culture and its emphasis on rugged
independence. There is a sharp edge to the scene, however: Conway’s life didn’t provide much in the
way of levity, and she doesn’t attempt to take away from the shuddering heartbreak of that reality,
even in a somewhat humorous moment.
The most important geographic lesson Conway imparts in her memoir is in order to understand
and respect your landscape, you must step away from it. The Road from Coorain was written long
after those stormy years when Conway cared for her mother, and after many years on foreign soil.
The most enlightened sections are embedded in away periods—Conway first understands she’s
been stifled by an overbearing parent when she experiences relaxed discipline on a cruise vacation.
Her worldview is further expanded when she travels abroad with her mother and breathes air not
remotely Australian. As she sees more of the world, the hypocrisy of many institutions in Australia
becomes apparent. Throughout her education she was condescended to by the British hegemony,
something she embraced (finding the “salt-of-the-earth”-populated public schools a bit too intense)
or at least accepted until that overseas excursion. Upon seeing the beauty of Europe’s rich cultural
offerings, particularly those in Spain (as well as becoming aware of the twinge of stuffiness in her
own), Conway begins to re-evaluate British imperialism and its chokehold on the place she considers
her home. At once, the British government is depicted in parallel to Conway’s blossoming cognizance
of her mother’s behavior. Both took the sustenance their children provided for granted, and both
stretched Conway’s young soul too thin.
In stepping away from the book the way its author managed to step away from Australia, it is
possible to perceive a picture of Jill Ker Conway as complete. Her personality may be as tough and
weathered as the hard ground beneath her station, but her eyes at rest are as clear and as placid as the
sky above Coorain.
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Vein
by Reece A.J. Chambers
The beautiful scar
deep in green,
peaceful question mark
loops through the field
in which I stand
on ground
soft as a soap-drunk sponge.
The sun,
a lit matchstick-tip
burns all shades of tangerine
and saffron.
The water I hear trickle by,
the water I see
flossing the weeds,
a turquoise flow of blood
from this vein
to the beating heart.
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Season Spectrum
by Reece A.J. Chambers
When the rain came
he liked to watch it from indoors,
clouds, distraught,
dripping their tears down every window,
filling every drain
until they overflowed with woe.
When the fog came
he liked to dissolve into it,
pretend he had faded from existence,
strolled into a new life
where everything was coated
in the most brilliant shades of rainbow.
When the hail came
he liked to hear it on his roof,
bang, thwack, smack,
fill the plant pots
with frozen white spheres
like pearls tossed from the sky.
When the wind came
he liked to stand in the garden,
let it swim through his hair,
make it a mess
and wonder what would happen
if he flew up, away, and gone.
When the snow came
he liked to jump in it,
make a haul of snowballs,
throw them at no-one
and scour for footprints
that looked just like his.
When the sun came
he liked to smile a little,
only a little,
look at the view
and see the painting blend
from Prussian blue, to peach, to marigold.
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Seven Letters
by Reece A.J. Chambers
In my head you weren't one
for love hearts
in the margin
or squiggles in diaries
with lurid pink ink,
you didn't have time
for such soppy nonsense.
In my past I was one
for crossing out names in grey
and moving so slow
the sun had set a hundred times,
but I don't want to
hide your seven letters,
they look so pretty upon my stained page.
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Get every dull knife in the house
by Nicholas Snow
i bought a pair of boots leather
like cowboy like lumberjack america.
i tied them, whit taught me,
around the ankle tight.
he spoke to me in jazz
monologue on a muddy sunflower
day, whooping se se se se as
we passed billow towers.
i could see the wind
and was tormented
by questions of chestnut hill
and hospital beds.
i too dreamed of walking,
of anyone saying come
and stretch your fingers–
an immaculate frame.
along the river through
dead coal streets, i
was a heavy king
with a bag of pulled teeth.
we were surrounded
by nothingnothing.
it swallowed–
spit out smalltownlovers.
i bit all my fingers
and pulled every hair,
till i could see smoke
behind the mile marker.
all the windows fogged–
did they cry
when i smeared my hand
in circles?
there was a sign to
gettysburg. we drove north.
i had boots on my feet, but
i didn’t feel different.
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there is an unused pond in the backyard
by Nicholas Snow
it was the season of death
tried and honest times
for little men
sent shuffling
to and fro
like clothesline before a storm
i believed in closets
closets closets–
the deep breath of the house
and the untouchable holiness
of long coat hiding spots
of mothballs
and the ashes of tobacco
i made in the attic
there was the garage door
doorman announcing the coming
of saints and free pizza
to the frowning of the breasts
that fed us and the lap
we sat in
and the tenderness we tired
there was the kiss on the turned check
and the clanging of silverware
and the peeping of birds
in wood cages
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An Interview with Nicholas Snow
by Christopher Gorrie
Gorrie: What first brough poetry to your attention?
Snow: When I was 16, I had a teacher by the name of Dr. Randal Fair teach Modernism, focusing on
Eliot and Hughes, and a few others. I was just floored. I remember reading Hughes’ “Theme for English B” and instantly falling in love. Here was a man I had never met, whose troubles mine couldn’t
hold a candle to, but in my own way, I understood intimately. It was water from a stone. I read “Love
Song of J. Alfred Prufrock” and had the same reaction.
Before this, I had always associated poetry with angsty, whiny teenage girls and their diaries, but
here were men!, fathers of a grand movement, talking about problems I could relate to. I decided to
try my hand at it.
Gorrie: Did your interest in practicing poetry as an art form develop gradually, was it sudden, or...?
Snow: At first, it was a very slow, private process. The summer after my class with Dr. Fair, in an attempt to gain sway with Boston University’s Admissions Department, I took a creative writing course
at, essentially, a pre-college, academic summer camp. To my surprise, I was a person with sway in the
class- and who doesn’t like to exert power? I spent most of those twelve days sitting on a park bench
by the Charles and riding the T, just writing, writing, and writing. From that point, I didn’t stop – I
couldn’t stop, I felt compelled. I slowed, and still do, but I’ve never stopped.
Gorrie: How does inspiration come to you? Does it come during reflection and meditation, spontaneously
during life experiences, or...?
Snow: I think it’s a synthesis of the two. I get a lot of inspiration from traveling and mulling over
concepts or other authors I’ve been reading or thinking about. Paintings too. Classical music. Film. I
digest a lot of things and spit them out into what I produce.
This may come off as pretentious or unbelievable, but my thought process feels very poetic; out of
the blue, the uncontrollable Mind will give me something and I have to write it down. This doesn’t
always result in a poem or a piece of prose, but some days, the Mind, in all of its unpredictable processes, will give me something that I work with.
Gorrie: What does your writing process look like?
Snow: It depends on the scope of the project. Some poems will just manifest and I let them. Others have different intentions and I chew on them. I’ve got notebooks filled with lines crossed out,
research on unusual topics or things that interest me. I listen to The Thin Red Line soundtrack and
Shostakovich often and I find they oil the gears. I do think my work is better when I’ve been moving
recently, whether walking or traveling.
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Gorrie: How do you know a poem is finished?
Snow: I never feel like they are. I usually tap out before they’re done. I’m lazy like that. Or unsatisfied. Both more likely.
Gorrie: What is the most difficult thing you encounter when writing a poem?
Snow: I don’t think I’ve ever found peace of mind in a poem, and that weighs on you. I’m always reacting to what is on the page. It’s hard on the mind – but to live is to suffer and I feel good about that
some times.
Gorrie: Which of the poems you’ve written is your favorite and why?
Snow: I can’t say I have a favorite. I hold them all to a certain level of inadequacy, some more than
others. I’m very results driven- I don’t think I’ll be happy till someone I look up to professionally says
what I’ve made has worth.
Gorrie: Do you have any favorite authors/poets? What are your favorite poems/books of all time?
Snow: It’s a long list. To name a few and only a few: Mojgani’s “Over the anvil we stretch”, Ginsberg’s “Howl and other poems”, Keats’ “Endymion”, “Crime and Punishment”, “Moby Dick”,
Hemingway’s short stories, “Thus Spoke Zarathustra”, “If on a winter’s night a traveler”, what I’ve
read of “Ulysses” makes me think more than anything I’ve read before (never been more 150 pages
in, despite four attempts).
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my apartment will have 7 books
by Nicholas Snow
1. there is a technique to chopping
cheese steaks and hoagies and going
home to sleep away from endless heat
2. men sleep on benches in economic
no-man's land rocked like a baby
by trains to and from brotherly love
3. the faces people make when they stare
at art they do not understand
are my favorite pass time
4. the million tickets stubs littering
the floors of trains will never hope to compare
with the freckles of a skirted scottish girl
5. dust, leather and dead names smell
like heaven and angels
and the childhood we never had
6. couches and rickety bunk beds
are melatonin cribs i cannot sleep
on my mattress in the south anymore
7. i can live out of a backpack
and fill it with knowledge and life
i will never hold
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To my childhood hero, Mikey Patinkin
by Nicholas Snow
when i learned will hunting
was twenty, my eyes lit up
like the drive-in theater;
a product, an americana
made in china.
i bought a straight razor
and shaved my head. man i
was james dean, i was punk
rock, in my kerouac shades,
my head shining
from the mexican lights,
tijuana and mexico city.
it was a summer slow as prisoners
tunneling out of germany.
we passedshoes tied around our necksthe time with graffiti
sex alcohol marijuana sex.
i was a rover riding the high sparkling
streets. i saw eye eyes eyes
and the mustached negro
operating clerk named spade.
i stood in the
cattle car cattle car cattle car
trains of the massachusetts bay
transportation authority,
screaming, through the dark
and surfed like the swells
of cal-i-forn-i-a
through tom dick and harry.
there were shadows
on the walls of the tunnel
there in the heat,
used car salesmen, men laying brick.
sweat poured from their collars
but before they showered,
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they tucked in their children.
i picked up my bag and went.
the sun was going down
and the shadows grew long
and, shrieking, ceased.
i stood on the ghetto
stairs of grady,
lost ground monte cassino.
i sat in the gutter
next to a man named red.
and we drank from his flask
to stay warm.
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Transit Letters (2)
by A. Maureen Tant

2012-06-17
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so it seems, despite myself and everything i’ve felt in literature, i did find a world beyond the scope
of words. i’m entertaining a possibility, that maybe there are some things that need to remain multiple, and abstract, and even illusive, as in the preceding photo.
when i got to dublin i committed myself to recording as little of it as possible—to letting any thoughts
and feelings rush unselfconsciously, and to seeing what remained after releasing it all. i tried to
become a sieve instead of a storehouse. how do i begin to talk about what this photo was for me? i
almost prefer not to—maybe i should avoid assigning further detail—but specifics are appealing, and
i fear (i fear i fear i fear) it will lose context unless i suffocate (wrest) one for it like this, the possibility
there being that in memorializing the image in my recollection i either recognize it as a terminus or
else commit asphyxiation.
but here:
i met a woman named ramona, the youngest of five romanian siblings. she was a few years older than
me and very beautiful. upon materializing in my hostel dorm she claimed she’d remain just a few
hours—she was having boyfriend trouble and needed to get away, but he’d be back for her soon.
she was arriving in the room after i’d returned from a guinness tour, during which i had my first
panic attack, and directly after i came down from the worst OCD flare-up i’ve ever experienced. i
was brushing my teeth to try to distance myself from it (but not totally, because i knew that qualified
as something i needed to keep) when i heard the door open. i stepped out of our small bathroom to
introduce myself, and when she extended her hand i warned her mine was dripping water. she said it
wasn’t a problem, so we shook.
she seemed agitated. i don’t remember how we got to talking, but somehow she provided all the
information above, outlining her trip to the hostel between momentary disappearances—smoking
breaks. for a while we sat on our beds, reading—her bunk was below mine—isolating ourselves in
parallel as we attempted to redirect focus away. after a while reese came downstairs to borrow my
shampoo, burying our silence. he left and ramona invited me for coffee and i went, even though i
knew i was supposed to go to dinner with jon and reese a little bit later.
i have no idea how long we sat in the on the terrace of the hotel morgan, where she continued smoking from a purple box of cigarettes. it felt like three hours, but was likely around 45 minutes. she told
me everything—about her family, about changes in her romanian town, about the kind people working in our hostel, who knew her by name. she apologized occasionally. i had to leave to get jon and
reese. she paid for my tea. i thanked her and gave her my phone number in case she needed anything—to talk, or to find us or other, more tangible favors. she asked where i was from.
“new york.”
a smile. “i can tell.”
“really? most people can’t.”
“it’s in there. you try to hide it, but i can still hear it.”
we spotted the boys and waved hello. she thanked me for sitting with her and turned back to the
hostel.
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when we came back from dinner and she joined us, drinking rum and coke from the dormmates
while reese and jon had beer and we watched the world cup. there was an uncomfortable moment
when she spotted the message i’d penned across my forearm in the midst of my afternoon-anxiety
episode: “make the move to smooth.” it had been shrink-wrapped on a truck beneath the dorm window. in the earlier moment, i’d hoped to use it as a mantra. but in that moment, i felt childish, and
worse: i was reminding her of her boyfriend, who had a severely anal-retentive manifestation of
OCD.
the beat passed anyway, and she charmed my friends, and departed to our room.
i went upstairs to get my jacket and said a short goodbye to her, knowing it would be for good. she
said her boyfriend (who she’d shared was actually a fiance, though she’d given back the ring) would
come to the hostel soon. of course i messed everything up by forgetting something important and
needing to re-enter, ruining the definitive farewell. she said she’d text me “tomorrow." to let me
know.
when jon and reese and i got back early the next morning her bed was empty, as were the others (minus two new, sleeping roommates).
some of the most packed interactions we have (or i have) arrive in people who occupy our lives only
fleetingly—which is everyone, isn’t it? but i mean a more immediate sense of passing time. of openly
acknowledging concepts like forever and right now. of which ramona is a perfect example, though
she can’t be reduced to something merely explanatory. in the few hours i knew her i perceived her as
being more than whole.
which is why it was so startling when i walked into the room that afternoon and the new roommates
were gone and i spotted her lighter under their bed, the one across from where she’d been reading a
day earlier. i wanted to save it—after my grandpa died the only thing i kept of his was a green zippo—but that kind of personal through-line is a little perverse, and the airport wouldn’t have allowed
it anyway. airports continue to misunderstand the entire point of anything.
instead I took the photo, and as i’d predicted, was at once drowning in awareness of how little i’d
preserved during my three days in ireland. i began taking pictures of everything in the room, minutes
before check-out. after reviewing the files at home, though, the snapshot included here is the only one
i saved.
(and in, perhaps obvious, post-script: she didn’t try to contact me, and i have no way of reaching back
to her. i guess i believe it’s better that way.)
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Thoughts of God on a Sunday Morning
by Sicily Famolaro
Mother said ‘in day clarity will bless’
yet in mo[u]rning I am passive; in wait
to know a thing solid and real. Undress
the self of idealisms that I create:
body of words to fend off ignorance,
once was bliss, transduced to a restless dread
nothing exists, absolutely— the sense
relativity is honest: (misread).
I have learned to keep faith in the abstract
and human gravities: Knowledge, Wisdom,
Truth (a paradigm for God). Detracts
from sentiment, and philosophy numbs
the heart. So study doubt to understand
celestial Love’s unbearably gentle hand.
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Sabina’s Song
by Sicily Famolaro
See the wall these poems are pinned
to, a collection of insect wings
stretched for light to catch? Write what Koethe
and Eliot thought there was, is, will be—
and somethingelse that can’t be divorced from
it (see)? Other words echo in mine,
but this voice is thin and arms cannot
carry much weight; and I feel more than
my poet-hands can hold. Love and time: what
sentient brains spend daylight and sleepless
nights unraveling, hoping to expose
the lightness none can ever bear
(my back breaks when I lift it). Lightness and
weight: brother and sister, contrary, yet
fixed with the same nature to nail humans
to a uniquely wrong detachment: not
transcendent. . . floating just above the earth.
I might have her nulled kitsch-art deference
to the past, wearing old love like a black
bowler hat and writing it endlessly.
And like her, I am not frightened by
nakedness; bare, sincere; only tainted by
transience of impassioned arms and legs,
once a body: organic, beautiful.
So time and love will be weaved through
this thought[less] loom; the latter written a
finite way: words scarred in ink, forever
until skin regrows, but still at the heart.
Accept love is always changing, lyrics
damned to melodic vacillation; much like
time, but impossible to remember
by language. These words are incorrigible:
heavy; or else weightless (they read the same).
I am too slight, too young, too naïve and
too pregnant with want for understanding.
I leave time and love to the old, dead men.
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haiku, senryū: inflorescence
by Vircapio Gale
dandelion seeds
too tight to fly –
frozen Spring lovers
stream breeze –
pollen ripples into sun,
brace of current bed
inflorescent burst –
hikers' boots beside a pool
on sun-baked rocks
green buds prick the air –
in corymb echoes,
fuzz of leaves
water-sounds cascade –
moss-drops, trickles; dog-splash, falls;
gurgles under foot
the tones of waves
tiny on the smooth shore
lapping on
stem-length stars,
streaming rays of sun
and water's deep shade
gentle eddies over stone –
one world,
one world
froth twirl and tendril
under Spring brook shade –
so clear beneath
burl-sprouts misted bright,
cups of water,
forest thirst
waterfall gasp –
the cold! the winter! now swim!
the first breaths
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Spring Misogi –
pummeled muscles –
grin of mossy heart
your wet shirt against my chest
– hot love –
thunderous winter-melt
we sink laughing,
numb in Spring's fluids –
our voices drown
papaya lunch –
a tropic fruit
and i am home
sweaty backpack –
two beloved women hike,
my heart weightless
cliff-jumpers –
green from nostalgia,
i hit bottomless
cameras first,
avert canopy surprise –
Spring screen
black-backed iridesce –
warm beetle slips
in and out of scree
barefoot in the stream,
our hands and voices smooth –
ankle sprain
Spring paths –
a parent's visit
breathes new life
my womb-maker
from another life –
ageless comfort
her haiku eyes –
water shining sun green
bloom here again
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krypteia (κρυπτεία)
by Vircapio Gale
you were one of them,
from one of us, half-breed woven in –
hardened as a tool of war,
yet keen to have my heart.
my oppressors, free to vote,
rape and murder on occasion –
they surround me now,
standing, coming forth in turns.
all has changed, it is the same.
i am strewn on sharpest leaves
to satisfy the needs our mothers always served –
be another mixing, nothoi bearing womb.
would you kiss me here
as you did in summer nights?
or stare unblinking at the laughs,
and lift me from the muddied earth?
will you love me equally?
will you set this pain aside
and meet me in our secret wood again?
– beyond the torches, arrive for me
a face of rage and fury wielding bronze
cut them into jets of red,
sever from your lineage
and bind us to a single fate?
alone our eyes were unafraid,
we made delight in safe, warm, dark –
sparked our love into an endless open eye
that gazes still, in bushes, roots of ease, not guilt
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Born into a family of nudists, Vircapio Gale continues to avoid choosing between styles, fashions, vogues, and dogmas, with limited success. Having never lived in a location for more than a few
years, being schooled by city and country institutions, unexplored regions and unexpected people
are often believed to provide Gale the most comfort. An unforeseen cat, dog, and loving partner
comprise gale’s current home life, and they’re all planning their next adventure, the essence of which
will embrace poetry as an unequivocal source of inquiry, inspiration, motivation, discovery, and joy.
A poem’s ability to foster understanding, compassion, and tolerance remains one of Gale’s central
priorities.
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